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ABSTRACT 
We consider certain generalisation f the resultant of two polynomials inone variable. Using the 
Schur symmetric functions we describe the ideal of all polynomials in the coefficients of two 
equations, which vanish if these quations have r+ 1 roots in common, where r_> O. We discuss also 
related (classical) criterions giving the conditions when two equations have r+ 1 roots in common, 
where r_O. 
INTRODUCTION 
The resultant of two equations in one variable is a fundamental  not ion in the 
classical el imination theory. Its vanishing means that two equations over a field 
have a common root, and vice versa: the resultant of two equations with a 
common root vanishes (we recommend [2] for a detailed treatment of the 
resultant and its history). The aim of this note is to study certain generalisation 
of the resultant, namely, we will describe the ideal of all polynomials which 
vanish if two equations have a certain fixed number  of roots in common.  More 
precisely, let us fix positive integers m, n and a nonnegative integer . Consider 
E[c.(a) ,c.(b)]=Z[cl(a)  . . . . .  Cm(a),Cl(b) . . . . .  cn(b)] - the graded polynomial  
Z-algebra where deg ck(a)= Ck(b )= k. Let 
a(x) = ~ ( -  1)ici(a)x m-i, b(x) = ~ ( -  1)Jcj(b)x n-j 
i=0 j=0 
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be two generic polynomials. Define ~-rCZ[c.(a),c.(b)] to be the ideal of all 
polynomials T such that for any field K and every ring homomorphism 
f :  Z[c. (a), c. (b)] ~K i f  the equations 
f[a(x)] = ~ ( -  1)if(ci(a))x m-i 
i=0 
and f[b(x)] have r+ 1 common roots in the algebraic closure /~ of K then 
f (T )  = 0. 
For every r an example of such a polynomial T is provided by the resultant 
of a(x) and b(x). In this note we will give an explicite description of 9" r for 
every r. Our approach depends heavily on the so called "Schur functions in a 
difference of alphabets" which form a class of symmetric functions of some 
importance in the representation theory (cf. [1] where under the name of Hook 
Schur functions, they occur in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras). 
Another incarnation of these functions in a geometric ontext is discussed in 
[7]. We recall a definition of these Schur functions and some properties useful 
in this paper, in Section 1. Section 2 is devoted to the description of the ideal 
~-r in question. Finally in Section 3 we give a modern version of the theorem 
of Trudi which gives a minimal number of conditions when two equations a(x), 
b(x) over a domain K have r + 1 roots in common in the algebraic losure of 
the field of quotients of K. 
For certain application of this note, see [8]. 
We conclude this introduction with the following historical remark. There is 
a considerable work concerning a problem of common roots of equations, done 
by nineteenth century mathematicians - notably by Trudi, Pomey and al. 
They were interested mainly in two types of questions (see [5] vol. 3 and 4, 
Bigradients) 
1 ° Give a subset S of J r  (as small as possible) satisfying the following con- 
dition: a(x) and b(x) have r+ 1 roots in common iff T(c.(a),c.(b))=O for 
every T~S.  Thus elements of S generate °Jr "set-theoretically". 
2 ° Calculate the greatest common divisor of two equations in one variable. 
We will recall in the sequel the Theorems of Trudi and Pomey giving an answer 
to 1°. On the other hand, a modern approach to 2 ° can be found in [3]. 
The above work of nineteenth century algebraists was a starting point for our 
considerations which should be treated as its complement and extension. A 
"raison - d 'etre" of this note is the fact that we have seen in the literature 
nothing equivalent o our Theorem 2.7 (or even a treatment of the whole 
ideal °Jr)" 
1. REVIEW OF SOME PROPERTIES OF SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
Let A = {al .. . . .  am} and B = {bl .. . . .  bn} be two sets of elements in a certain 
commutative ring. For a given sequence I: i 1 .. . . .  ir of integers, the Schurpoly- 
nomial S l (B -A)  is defined as the determinant of the matrix 
[Sik+k_l(B--A)l l <_k,l~r 
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where sp(B-A) is given by the formula 
oo 
(1 - tai)[ I] (1 - tb j ) ] - '  = 2 
i=1 j= l  p=-~ 
In particular sp(B-A)=O if p<O. 
sp(B -A) t  p 
(1.1) EXAMPLES 
(i) If al . . . . .  am=O, then sI(B-A)=sI(B) is the usual Schur function. 
(ii) If bl . . . . .  bn=O, then sI(B-A)=(-1)111si-(A) where I -  is the conju- 
gate partition of I. 
(iii) S(m),(B-A)= II (bj-ai) i= 1, ...,m; j= 1, ...,n. 
i , j  
The following formula expresses sz(B-A) in terms of usual Schur polynomials 
(1) s I (B-A)= E ( -  1)IzI-IJIsj(B)s(I/j)-(A) 
J 
/ / J  stands here for the corresponding skew partition. We refer to [3] for all 
needed notions and notations concerning partitions and for extensive develop- 
ment of the theory of Schur polynomials in a difference of alphabets in the 
)L-ring set-up. This approach explains the notation used here. The formula (1) 
is a particular case of the Linearity Formula; another consequence of the 
Linearity formula is 
(2) st(B)= 2 sj(B-A)sl/ j(A). 
J 
Finally we recall two useful facts 
(1.2) (Cancellation Formula) Assume that A =A'0  C and B=B'OC.  Then 
for every/ ,  s I (B -A  ) =sI (B ' -A '  ). 
To state the next fact we adopt the following convention to simplify the 
notation: instead of (i .... , i) we will write (i) k. For given sequences I :0< 
M...-c..,.J 
k 
_< i1 ..... _< ik, J: 0_<ja _< ... --<Jr, [/, J] will denote the sequence i 1 ..... ik, Jl, ..., Jt 
and for k=l, I+ J  will denote the sequence i 1 +Jl . . . . .  ik+Jk. 
(1.3) (Factorisation Lemma) Let I=(il,..., i ,) and J=(Jt,...,Jp), jp<_m be 
two partitions. Then 
S[j, (m)~ + I] (B - A) = s 1 (B)s(m), (B - A )s j ( - A) 
(cf. [3] 7.6 or [1] 6.20). 
In particular if card A <m, card B<n, then s[j,(m),+q(B-A)=O. 
2. DESCRIPT ION OF  THE IDEAL  ~'-r 
Let A = {a~ ..... am}, B= {bl .....  bn} be two sets of elements algebraically 
independent over Z. Then the assignment 
Ck(A)~ ( -  1) k (k-th elementary symmetric function in A) 
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m 
and likewise for c~(b), defines an isomorphism Z[c. (a), c.(b)] , Sym(A,  B) 
onto the ring of symmetric functions in A and B. Let grC77[c.(a),c.(b)]  be 
the ideal corresponding via this isomorphism to the ideal generated by all 
sx(B -A)  where ID  (m - r) n-r .  
We start with the following fact. 
LEMMA 2.1. 3" r is the kernel of 
2" r : 77 [C. (a), C. (b)] c_+ 77 [A, B] --+ 77 [A, B] / (a l  - bl . . . . .  ar + 1 - -  br + 1 ) 
where the first injection is defined by c i (a )~ ( -  1) i (i-th elementary symmetric 
function in A), i = 1 .. . . .  m and likewise for cj(b), j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
PROOF. To see that ~CKer  Zr consider the embedding 
i: 77[A, B] / (a  1 - bl . . . .  , ar + 1 - -  br + 1)--+ (77 [A, B]/ (a l  - bl . . . . .  ar + l - br + 1))0 
into the corresponding field of quotients. Then 3"rCKer (r~oi), by the defi- 
nition of 9"~. Therefore ~rCKer  Zr. 
To prove that Ker rrC °Jr assume that T¢ 9- r. This means that there exists 
a field K and a ring homomorphism f :  Z[c. (a), c. (b)] ~K such that f [a(x)]  and 
f [b(x) ]  have r+ 1 roots in common and f(T)--/:O. We can assume that K is 
algebraically closed and thus 
f [a (x ) ]= f i  (x -~ i ) ,  f [b (x ) l  = f l  (x- f l j )  
i=1  j - I  
where ai, flj ~ K and ai = flj i = 1, ..., r + 1. We conclude that there exists a ring 
homomorphism 
f '  : 77[A, B] / (a  1 - bl . . . . .  ar+l -br+l )~K 
such that f ' (a  i) = 12i, f ' (b j )  = flj. Therefore f=f '  o rr. But this implies f '  o rr (T) = 
=f(T): / :0.  In particular T¢Ker  rr, and the assertion is proved. 
Since Im rr is a domain we infer 
COROLLARY 2.2. °Or is a prime ideal in 7/[c.(a),c.(b)]. 
LEMMA 2.3. ~rC °Or. 
PROOF. Let A =A'LIC, B=B'OC be the sets of roots of a(x) and b(x) and 
assume that card C=r+ 1. Then s I (B -A)=s I (B ' -A ' )  by the Cancellation 
Formula. But by Corollary 1.4 s I (B ' -A ' )  is zero since card A '= m-  r -  1 and 
card B '= n - r -  1. 
LEMMA 2.4. G- 0 is a principal ideal generated by the resultant of a(x) and b(x) 
which is equal to S(m) , (B -A) .  
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This follows easily from the fact that the resultant of two generic polynomials 
a(x)= ~ (-- 1)ici(a)x m-i, b(x) = ~ ( -  1)Jcj(b)x n-j 
i=0 j=0 
is irreducible in 7:[c.(a), c.(b)]. For the last equality compare [3] 7.6. 
LEMMA 2.5. NO nonzero 7/[c.(a)]-combination f s1(B-A)'s with all I ' s  con- 




belongs to °J r. 
PROOF. We use induction on r. For r=0 suppose that such a Z[c.(a)]- 
combination ~i mI(A)sI(B-A) exists. By use of the description of °J- 0 given 
in Lemma 2.4 we infer 
2 mi(A)Sl( B - A) = S(m)n(O- A)[ 2 nj(A)sj(B)] 
I J 
where O-~nj(A)~Z[c.(a)]. Let J0 be the partition appearing in the right hand 
side which dominates the other J ' s  with respect o the following partial order. 
We say that Ja > J2 if the last part of J1 > the last part of J2 or they are equal 
but then the last but one part of -/1 > the last but one part of J2 or ... Then in 
the expression of the right hand side as the 7:[c.(a)] - combination ifsj(B)'s, 
the summand nJo(A)s(m),+Jo(B ) must appear (it cannot be cancelled with any 
other summand by the Littlewood-Richardson rule, see [4]). On the contrary 
on the left hand side such a term cannot occur (there is no / ,  which contains 
(m)n). 
To make an induction step r -1 - - , r  suppose that there is a non-zero 
g[c.(a)]-combination i  °Jr: Z mI(A)sz(B-A) where all I~(m-r )  n-r and 
mi(A)= ~g tzIsj(A) with 0v~aJ~7:. Now we use the following specialisation 
A = A 'U C, B = B '0  C where A ', B', C are three sets of algebraically independent 
elements of the cardinality m-r ,  n -  r and r respectively. Observe that by our 
inductive assumption the Z[c.(a)]-combination in question ~ mI(A)sI(B-A )
does not belong to J'r-1 (in fact for all I, I~(m-r+ 1)"-r+l). This implies 
that after the above specialisation ~ mi(A + C)sI(B'-A') is not zero, because 
C consists of algebraically independent variables. Therefore, since Z is an 
infinite domain, there exists a specialisation q~:Z[c 1(C) . . . . .  cr(C)]--'Z such that 
Z mt(A'+ ~(C))sl(B'-A')--/=O. Thus we get in °J-0(A', B') a non-zero Z[c.(a')]- 
combination of elements i (B' -A')  where all I are contained in the hook (3). 
This is impossible by the initial case r = 0 applied to A ', B'  instead of A and B. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. S(m_r).-r(B-A) is a generator of the minimal component 
of O~ r.  
THEOREM 2.7. ~'r  = °q'r" 
PROOF. Thanks to the Linearity Formula (cf. (2)) every element in 
7/[c.(a), c.(b)] can be expressed as (m/, j~ Z) 
E ml, jS1(A)ss(B)= 
i,J 
= 2 mI, jSI(A)sK(B-A)Sj/K(A)= 2 m1(A)sz(B-A) 
I,J,K I 
where mz(A ) E T/[c.(a)]. Thus our assertion follows from Lemma 2.3 and 2.5. 
Combining Theorem 2.7 with Lemma 2.1 we get 
COROLLARY 2.8. 5 r is a prime ideal in Z[c.(a),c.(b)]. 
REMARK 2.9. It is proved in [7] that gr  is generated by the finite set of Schur 
polynomials: 
{S(m_r). r + I (B -  A), where IC (r)n-r}. 
3. A THEOREM OF TRUDI  
Now we will recall in a modern language the theorem of Trudi (see [9]) which 
gives certain criterion when two equations have r + 1 roots in common. We will 
consider a pair of two polynomials 
a(x) = ~ (-- 1)ici(a)x m-i,  b(x) = ~ ( -  1)Jcj(b)x n- j  
i=0 j=0 
with coefficients in the ring R which is a domain. Let S be the algebraic losure 
of the ring of quotients of R; then a(x) and b(x)eS[x] factorise: 
a(x)= fi (x-ai) ,  b(x)= fi (x -b j )  whereai, bj~S. 
i=1 j=l  
Let A = {a 1 ..... am} and B= {bl .. . . .  bn}. 
THEOREM 3.1. (Trudi 1862, cf. [9]) In the above situation card (A O B)_> r + 1 
if and only if the elements 
T i = S(m_ i)n-i(B - A) 
of R vanish for i = 0, 1 ..... r. 
PROOF.  
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To=s(m)'(B-A) = H (bj-ai) i= 1 ..... m; j= 1 ..... n 
i,j 
by Example (1.1)(iii). By our assumption on R, T0=0 implies that 
card (Af iB)>_I .  Assume that al=bl,  for example. Let A=A'U{a l} ,  
B = B 'U  {bl }. Then by the Cancel lat ion Formula and Example (1.1)(iii) again 
Tl=S(m-OO I (B-A)=S(m-1)"-~(B'-A') = H (bj-ai). 
i,j>_2 
Therefore T 1 = 0 implies that card (A f iB )> 2. Cont inuing this reasoning we 
prove that To = T1 . . . . .  Tr = 0 imply card (A fi B) _> r + 1, as claimed. 
REMARK 3.2. There is another criterion of such a type due to Pomey in 1888 
(see [6]) 1 : in the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, card (A fiB)>__r+ 1 if and only 
if the elements SCm_i)o-~+ (i)(B- A) vanish for i = 0, 1, ..., r. This set of elements 
is close to the one appearing in Theorem 2.7. However the polynomials given 
by Pomey do not suffice to generate J r  as the following example shows. Let 
card A = card B = 3, r = 1. 
If  S(a)2(B-A) ~ (s(2)2(B-A), s23(B-A)) ,  then s(3)2B E (S(2)2B, s23B ). But the 
equat ion s(3)2 = (as2 + flsli)$22 q- )"S1S23 where a, fl, y e Y, has no solutions. The 
same remark applies to the elements Ti, i=0  . . . . .  r, appearing in the Trudi 's  
Theorem. 
REMARK 3.3. The results proved in this paper can be restated as follows. Let 
R r = Z[c,(a), c.(b)]/Jr. Then R r is a domain and two polynomials a(x), b(x) 
eRr[X] have r+ 1 roots in common in the algebraic closure of the ring of 
quotients of R r. 
R r can be characterised as the smallest 2 quotient of Y_[c.(a),c.(b)] which 
has the following property: for every domain S and any two equations 
c(x), d(x)~ Six] the following condit ions are equivalent 
(i) c(x) and d(x) have r + 1 roots in common in the algebraic losure of the ring 
of quotients of S. 
(ii) The map f :  Z[c. (a), c. (b)l ~ S such that f[a(x)] = c(x), f[b(x)] --- d(x) facto- 
rises through Rr. 
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